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Remark: This a particular case of the following proposition: if n and

n are two morphisms of which at least one is finite, then

/ @XxY -
«» >g /TT S S

We have proved that (9WxX is Gw-fLat, so by scalar extension &Sxx *s

Corollary : If X and S are two manifolds and n : X->S is a submersion,

then 7i is flat.

III. Privileged polycylinders

§ 1. Banach vector bundles over an analytic space

Let E be a Banach space and X an analytic space. We denote then by Ex
the trivial bundle XxE over X.

To define bundle morphisms, we first define the sheaf J^x (E) of germs
of analytic morphisms from X to E. If Ucz Cn is open, then the set XC (U,E)
of analytic morphisms from U into E consists of all functions g : U-^E
having at every point xeU a converging power series expansion.

Let now X' be a local model for X, i.e. X' is the support of the quotient
sheaf Ou!J, where UczCn is open and J is a coherent sheaf of ideals of (9V,

then Xex, (E) is the sheaf associated to the presheaf V-+XC V, E)/Jv X£ V, E)
(Fe U, F-open).

Remark : If X' is reduced, the sections of XPx. (E) are just the functions
from X' to E which are locally induced by analytic functions on open sets

in U.

The sheaf XPx (.E) is constructed with help of the local models X' of
X, i.e. Jfx(E)\X' X?x. (E), for every local model X'.

Definition 1 : The set of analytic morphisms from an analytic space X
into a Banach space E is the set XC (X; E) of sections of the sheaf XCx (.E).

Let if (.E, F) be the Banach space of all continuous linear mappings
from the Banach space E into the Banach space F.

Definition 2 : An analytic vector bundle morphism from Ex into Fx is an

analytic morphism from X into if (.E, F).
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Let E be a topological space, X an analytic space, and n : E-+X a

continuous projection.
Suppose that X has an open

£ < 3 E ||^ ^—-> elul covering (UJlcI, and that for every
i e I there is given a trivial' Banach

space bundle ElV and a homeomo-

y < :> Uu sphism (j)L, such that the following
diagram is commutative:

We suppose further that for each pair i,k e I there is given an analytic
vector bundle morphism ylK : EkU n[/jc^lt/t nUK, with the underlying mapping

suc^ that:

Ja 7*7^1 y\ I> for all c, k, y el.
This data gives a Banach vector bundle atlas on E and provides E

with the structure of a Banach vector bundle over X (two atlases are
equivalent if there exists an atlas containing both).

Remark : If X is reduced, the ylK are determined by their underlying
map and the condition ya ylK yKl is automatically satisfied.

Using local triviality, we can define morphisms for general Banach
vector bundles.

Proposition 1 : Let 4> : E — F be a morphism of two Banach vector

bundles E and F, and x e X.

If (j)x e if (E (x), F (x)) is an isomorphism, then there exists an open
neighbourhood fcl of x, such that <j>\U : E\U-+F\U is a vector bundle
isomorphism.

Proof: First we take a trivialisation E\V — Eov, P\P — FqV at x e V ci X
(F-open).

The set Isom (E0, F0) of isomorphic mappings is an open subset of
if (E0, F0) and the mapping g-+q~x is an analytic isomorphism:

Isom (E0, F0) ~ Isom (F0, E0).

So we have in an open neighbourhood Uc= X of x an analytic morphism
y-xß'y1 e if (F0, E0), which defines the inverse moiphism (</>|Uy1 : F\U->
->E\ U.

'
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Definition 3 : Let E and F be two Banach spaces and/a continuous linear
mapping from E into F. f is a split mono- (epi) morphism, if there exists a

mapping g e if (F, F) such that gof=IE. (Resp. fo g IF.)

Definirion 4 : Let and E2 be two Banach vector bundles over an
analytic space X, and / a vector bundle morphism from E1 into E2. f is a
split mono (epi) morphism, if there exists a vector bundle morphism
g : E2->E1 such that gof= IEl. (Resp. /o g IEr)

Equivalently, / : E^ -> E2 is a split monomorphism if an only if E2 can

X7
be decomposed in a direct sum E2 F2@G2 such that

/:
f Ex ~
i

F2

^
0 * G2

and/ is a split epimorphism if correspondingly

[Ft -0
Ei F1®G1 such that

[ Gi =*

Proposition 2 : Let E F be a bundle morphism and xe X.

vIf0x. :F(x) -» F(x) is a split epi (mono) morphism, then the point x has an

open neighbourhood UczX, such that (j)\U \ E\U^>F\U is a split vector
bundle epi (mono) morphism.

Proof : Suppose that 4L *s a SP^ epimorphism. We take first a trivilisa-
tionE\V Fof, F|F Fov at x, so that there exists a mapping creif (F0,F0),
4>xo o 7Fq. Ifwe define a morphism / : F0V-*E0V by x -><7 e if (F0,F0), the

morphism y 0 o i// : F0Y^F0y has an isomorphic fibre mapping yx IFq

in x. By proposition 1 we have an isomorphic restriction y| U, 4>\U o (\jj\U o

When (j>x is a split monomorphism, the proof is similar.

j k

Definition 5 : Let i/, I?2, F3 be Banach spaces, and j, k : ->B3
continuous linear mappings. This sequence forms a complex, if k o j 0.

This sequence is sp/zY exac£ if the space Fj can be decomposed in direct
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sums Bt Ct®Dt such that

C1 -> 0 c2 -> o

k : 1

D1c^C2 [D2~C3
J •

Definition 6: A Banach vector bundle morphism sequence

f JE** E2 * E3 is a complex if go f= 0.

^ x /
The sequence is split exact, if every Et can be decomposed Et iq©G/:

such that:

r > o \ e2 -* o

/: G ' i
[ G1 ~F2 [G2~F3

f
t

g^
Theorem 1 : Let E1 * E2 * E3 be a complex of Banach vector^ x

bundles and x0 e X.
fxo fxo

If the sequence of Banach spaces Ex (x0) -> E2 (x0) -» E3 (x0) is split
exact, then there exists an open neighbourhood t/cl of x0, such that

f\U g\U
E1\U-*E2\U^>E3\U is a split exact sequence of Banach vector bundles.

Proof: We take a neighbourhood V of x, such that we have a complex
/|V g\V

E1V->E2V-*E3V of trivial bundles. By assumption we have the decompositions

EiV (x0) Fi (x0)®Gi (x0) with

F±(xo) 0 j L2(x0) 0

fxf dxf 1

Gl (x0) ~ F2 (x0) [ G2 (x0) ~ F3 (x0)

By proposition 2j\V : G1V-^E2V, g\V : G2V^E3V are both split mono-
morphisms in a neighbourhood WczV of x0 and the images F2 f (Glw),
F3 g (G2W) are subbundles of E1W esp. E3W, such that

F2w ~ F2 ®G2W E3w F3®G3W.

By our construction

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XIV, fasc. 1. 5
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g\W J'
G, W~F,

If> • F2W—*F2 is the projection with kernel G2Wi the map, p of : E1W-+F2
is a split epimorphism in x0. Again by prop. 2 we have over an open eigh-
bourhood Ua W of x0 a decomposition E1U=F1 ®G± v (with F^Ker po /)

(pof)\U :\
J7, 0

Giu 2 U

The image f\U(FJ is contained in G2U. But g\Uof \U 0 and g\G2U is

a monomorphism hence f\U : F1->0. We get finally (restricting all our
morphisms to U)

f\U:
(F1V ->0

^ii/ —Fiu
9\U:

Fi

1&2 V

0

• Fo

§ 2. Privileged polycylinders

Definition 1 : A polycylinder in C" is a compact set K of the form
K Ktx ...xKn where each Kt is a compact, convex subset of C, with
nonempty interior. If each Kt is a disc, then F is a polydisc. We first recall
the following theorem of Cartan.

Theorem 1 : Let F be a polycylinder contained in an open subset U
of C". Let F be a coherent analytic sheaf on U.

(A) There exists an open neighbourhood of F over which SF admits a

finite free resolution

(B) Hq(K,^) 0 for q> 0.

(Reference: For instance Gunning and Rossi.)
We have the following consequences of this theorem:

1) Given a finite free resolution

of a coherent sheaf the sequence
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0^&n(K)^...-+#o(K)-+P(K)-*0
is an ®u(K) - free resolution of !F (K).

2) Given a short exact sequence of coherent sheaves

0->5then the sequence

0->&is exact.

Let be a coherent analytic sheaf on U, and letKa U be a polycylinder
If V is an open neighbourhood of K, then #" (V) can be equipped with a

Fréchet-space structure (see: Malgrange).
Hence we can give (K) the structure of inductive limit of Fréchet-

spaces. It is however essential for certain purposes to have Banach-spaces.
This can be obtained by choosing a space slightly different from ÉF (K) and

by choosing K in a
44 privileged " way.

Let B(K) {/ : K—^C| f continuous on K and analytic onif}, then

B{K) is Banach algebra and B {K)czC (K). The sections of 0V over Kare
elements of B {K), and B (.K) is in fact the uniform closure of 0lJ (K) in
C{K).

If if 0rm we define B (K, JSf) B (K)r. Then B (K; if) is a free B (K)-
module, and since if (K) (9V (K)\ we have B (K; if i? (.K)0 J£(K).

Gjj(K)
We now assume that is a coherent sheaf on U, where UaCn is open.
Consider a free resolution

CR) 0-^ifn->...^if1^if?o->#'-^0 of

From (R) we get an (9U (K)-free resolution of <F (K)

(R') 0 -> if„ (X) j (X)->if0 0.

Taking the tensorproduct B(K)® 0 (K) we get the complex

B(X; if.) : 0-B(X; if„)->...(K; 5£fi^B(K; &0).
Definition 2 : The polycylinder K is called privileged if the complex

B(K\££.) is split-exact in every degree >0.

Remark : The property of being ^-privileged is independent of the
resolution (i?).

The exactnes of B (K; if) can be expressed by Torf(X) (B (K), gr(K))=09
for every z>0, and Tor is independent of the resolution (R). It is a little
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more complicated to show, that the splitting property is independent of (R),
and this is omitted.

Since B(K; is a Banach space, the image and its complement are
thus Banach spaces if K. is J^-privileged. In this case we define B (K; #")

Coker (B (K, $£ f)->B (K; &0)) B (K)®0 & (K) and we get a B (K)-
u

module, which is a Banach-space.

Warning : In the definition of split-exactnes, the subspaces are splitting
vector spaces, but they are not splitting B (^-modules in general.

We have the following important theorem about the existence of
privileged polycylinders :

Theorem 2 : Let U be an open subset of Cn, and let #" be a coherent

analytic sheaf on U. For any xeU there exists a fundamental system of
neighbourhoods of x in U, which are J^-privileged polycylinders.

For the proof, see Douady: § 7, 4, th 1.

Example : (Curves in C2) Let Ua C2 be an open connected neighbour
hood of the origin, and let h: U-+C be analytic and h ^ 0.

Let X be the curve given by h, that is X h'1 (0), (9X (9vj{h). We
h.I

have an exact sequence 0Consider a polycylinder
K — K1xK2çzU. By definition Kis 0x-priviledged if and only if h: B(K)-+
B (K) is a split monomorphism.

Let Kj denote the boundary of Kp and define K =* Kx x K2 {K is called

the Silov Boundary of K).

Proposition 1: (a) The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) h \ B(K)^B(K) is a monomorphism.

(i') 3 a> 0 such that \\hf\\ ^ fl||/||, \f feB(K).

(ii) XnK=0.
(b) If (Kt xK2)nX 0, then h is a split monomorphism (i.e. K is 0X

privileged).

Proof : (a) (i) o (i') is a well known fact from the theory of normed

vector spaces.

(Ü) => (p). Assume XnK 0. Iffe B (K), then it follows from the

maximum principle that ||/|| sup |/(x)| sup |/(x)|. Since h (x) / 0
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whenever xek,weget a inf | h(x)|>0. Hence sup |A/(x)| ^

^ a sup |/(x)| a ||/||.
K

(i') => (ii). Suppose that XnK ^ 0 and x (xl5 x2) e XnK. We

choose an analytic function fx : U^C, where U1 and U1 is open,
such that j\ (xj 1, \f± (z)| < 1 if zeKu z # x^ Similarly we choose

an analytic function f2 : t/2-»C, with the same properties. Consider the

function fe B (K) : (zl5 z2)->/i (zj /2 (z2). Since h (x) 0 it follows that
the sequence {A/"} converges pointwise to 0 in K.

Applying Dini's theorem we get 11hfn\| ->0. From the inequality a | \fn\| ^
g \\hfn\\ we get ||/"||-^0, which is a contradiction, because for every

n:f"(x)= 1.

(b) Use the Weierstrass preparation theorem (extended form).

Question. Does the condition (ii) imply that h : B (K) is a split
monomorphism

IV. Flatness and privilege

§ 1. Morphisms from an analytic space into B (.K)

Let S be an analytic space and K a polycylinder in an open set Ua Cn.

We want to construct an $s-algebra homomorphism <j> : ®SxU (Sx CO-
-+Jf(S;B(K)).

(a) Consider first S — £/'cCm, I/'-open. If he (9UrxU (Uf XÜ) and seU\
xeK, define ((j>(h)(s))(x)=h (s,x). Using the Cauchy integral, one can
show that (j> (A) is analytic. On the other hand its obvious that (j) is an
^[//-algebra homomorphism.

(A) Let S have a special model in the polydisc A in Cm, defined by a sheaf ß
of ideals of (9Ay and let / be generated by fu ...,/p, F-a polycylinder
neighbourhood of K in U. By Cartan's theorem B for a polycylinder,

71

the sequence 0->/ Ax V)->&AXV)->& (Sx F)->0 is exact. If we denote

by 7i the projection JT (A,B(K))^.yf (/,, ...,/p) .Of (A, B(K))c

c Ker 7i. Therefore, because n is surjection, there exists a unique

4> : G(SxV)->Jf (S,B(KJ),such that the diagram
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